2018 Short Course programme
Name

Description

Duration

12 Steps

A life-changing workshop that enables people to
live a life of freedom in Christ as well as
becoming more effective in their ministry.

Part 1 – 4 Days

The Big Picture:
Managers Training

Designed for managers working in a Salvation
Army context to give them an introduction to
strategies and guidance in every aspect of their
role as leaders.

3 Days

Brengle Holiness Institute

A powerful and profound experience that
empowers people to live a life of holiness, and in
so doing, encourage others to do the same.

4 Days over
Queens
Birthday
Weekend

Family Stores Managers
Training

A course targeted specifically to supporting those
responsible for Family Stores by providing them
with an introduction to management, leadership
and retail skills.

3 Days

Foundations for
Community Ministries

This programme has been designed to introduce
skills, resources and networks for those working
within community ministries roles.

4 Days

Foundations: Chaplaincy

This programme has been designed to introduce
skills, resources and networks for those who are
either working in a chaplaincy role or interested
in pursuing one.

4 Days

Leadership Essentials

Building on from the Foundations of Leadership
course, Leadership Essentials focuses on
developing prayerful strategists, coaches,
critically reflexive decision makers and team
players.

2 Days

Leadership Hui

The Leadership Hui explores the challenges and
opportunities of being missional. This workshop
focuses on the habits and practices of missional
leaders, including community development, how
to read culture, questioning and servantship.

2 Days

TSA Finance Training

Equips people involved in managing the finances
of their corps or centre about how to use The
Salvation Army’s financial procedures and
systems.

3 Days

Part 2 – 3 Days

CLD Regional Workshops (as requested)
Based on the bestselling book, Crucial
Conversations – Tools for talking when the
stakes are high, Crucial Conversations is a new
workshop for Leadership Teams on how to have
constructive dialogue when it matters most.

Crucial Conversations

Drawing on facilitated instruction, group work
and role-play, this workshop focuses on helping
teams: to prepare for and have high stake
conversations; to become dynamic listeners; to
transform feelings into powerful dialogue; and to
create a safe team culture where it is possible to
dialogue on almost anything.

1 Day

Crucial Conversations builds on the Courageous
Conversations workshops.
Facilitator: CLD Team

Exploring the world of the
Bible

Assisting people to discover new truths from the
Bible to share with others both formally and
informally.

1 Day

Facilitator: David Wells

Personal Leadership

Many in leadership experience frustration in their
ministry because they struggle to lead
themselves. Personal Leadership is a new short
course that will help people be able lead
themselves better; to learn and be intentional in
setting up disciplines and processes that will put
them in a posture where they are more able to
hear and be led by God within the complexity of
their ministry.

1 Day

Facilitator: CLD Team

Collaborative Training

Collaborative Training is a one day workshop
that focuses on providing practical tools that
departmental (and divisional) teams can use to
foster a culture of working together.
Facilitator: Susan Basterfield (Enspiral)

1 Day

